Microtubule Pulling by Cortical Dynein
Asymmetric cell division such as the first division of the C. elegans embryo generates a larger anterior (left) and a smaller posterior (right) cell containing differing determinants. A crucial step in the process is asymmetric spindle positioning by cortically anchored dynein motors (purple) that pull on microtubule (blue) plus ends. Controlled by cell polarity cues, there is more dynein activity at the posterior than at the anterior pole, resulting in net posterior displacement of the spindle and consequently of cytokinesis.
Zipping, the final tissue sealing in Drosophila dorsal closure, involves the formation of a single, lamellar membrane overlap surface by contacting cells. Overlap shortening pulls the sealing tissue fronts together. Evidence suggests that this involves membrane-anchored dynein pulling on microtubule plus ends at the new cell contact sites (yellow).
In vertebrates, dynein activity and microtubules in the cilia of nodal plate cells establish left/right asymmetry. The directionality of cilia motion (yellow arrow) generates a flow (red arrow) that moves determinants toward the future left.
Growth/Division-Mediated Forces
Regional differences in growth rates induce mechanical stress in tissues. If the tissue is constrained within stiff limits, growing cell monolayers can buckle and fold. In plant morphogenesis, two main forces act together: cell hydrostatic turgor pressure stretches the cell wall and increases its porosity, while newly synthesized and cross-linked cell wall constituents integrate into the matrix and push other components to orient in parallel to the cellulose microfibrils. In rapidly growing tissues such as the Arabidopsis shoot meristem and Drosophila wing imaginal discs, cells growing in the tissue center create compacting, isotropic pressure, while peripheral cell growth generates circumferential tension and tangential tissue expansion. To generate such inhomogeneity, polarity cues orient peripheral cell divisions (planar cell polarity pathway in Drosophila, and oriented, microtubulemediated deposition of cell wall remodeling enzymes in shoot meristems). This triggers a positive feedback loop in which oriented tension maintains oriented divisions.
In mitosis, cells usually adopt a spherical shape, which increases their surface tension and osmotic pressure. During Drosophila tracheal placode invagination, mitotic cell rounding accelerates tissue folding.
Hydrostatic Forces
Secretion of inherently incompressible fluids into a luminal space generates substantial hydrostatic pressure that drives lumen formation of many tubular structures. Subsequent fluid flow contributes to lumen opening.
Fluid loss, triggered by the activation of the apoptotic pathway at the onset of Drosophila dorsal closure, causes volume reduction of amnioserosa cells, which contributes to subsequent, actin/myosin II-mediated tissue contraction.
Adhesion
In development, adhesion elements (yellow) bi-directionally transduce forces between cells and their environment. Key players are cadherins in the adherens junctions that interconnect cells and integrins that connect cells with extracellular matrix (exemplified as basal lamina in purple). Inside cells, these molecules connect to the cytoskeleton. Adhesion sites mediate input from active environments such as neighboring cells and tissues that move, contract, or expand, as well as (resistance) forces from the comparatively passive environment formed by extracellular matrix. Inversely, cells use the same adhesion sites in combination with actin/myosin II networks to exert force on their environment, thereby deforming it, moving over it, or probing its stiffness.
Mechanosensing in Development
Mechanosensing can be passive or active. Cells sense and react to forces imposed by neighbors based on changes in membrane curvature, shearing of the underlying actin cortex, or opening of mechanically gated ion channels. The latter may propagate pulsed cell contractions within the amnioserosa tissue during Drosophila dorsal closure. In this scenario, the contraction of one cell pulls open mechanically gated ion channels in the neighboring cells, which triggers them to contract in turn. Inversely, actively probing the stiffness of the environment contributes to cell fate commitment. A stiff extracellular matrix causes cell spreading by promoting integrin-mediated adhesion. As a result, cells flatten and their nuclei deform, which in turn affects lamina composition and gene expression.
Force Analysis Tools
Forces are generally measured indirectly via their effects. Molecular approaches include functionalized molecules or particles, which change behavior when experiencing forces. This includes quantum dots, mechanophores, and FRET sensors; for instance, a cadherin-based FRET sensor reacts to forces applied by neighboring cells by revealing changes in distance between cell adhesion sites and cortical actin.
Image-analysis-based tools qualitatively deduct forces from time-lapse image series. Simple proxies for forces in tissues are changes in cellular aspect ratios or in fluorescence intensities of tagged force producers (e.g., myosin II). More intricate approaches consider properties such as the curvature of cell boundaries. A recent approach involves deformation measurement of lipid droplets introduced into the tissue.
Substrate-based analysis characterizes cell to extracellular matrix interactions by measuring substrate deformation. Traction force microscopy follows the displacement of fluorophores embedded in the substrate to which cells adhere (mostly synthetic) to infer force fields with standard microscopy. The substrate can be designed by printing defined 3D shapes such as pillars or microposts, the deformation of which is then measured.
External interference tools exert force or disrupt the sample. A frequently used technique is to ablate cell connections, individual cells, or tissue domains with a laser beam. Forces are inferred from recoil velocities of surrounding landmarks or the dimension of the wound area.
External forces are applied in various ways. In atomic force microscopy, the cantilever is transiently pressed onto cells. The reflection angle change of a laser beam measures cantilever deformation, from which the acting forces are computed. Magnetic tweezers generate a magnetic field, which applies force to a magnetic bead inside, or attached to cells. The force acting on the bead can be inferred from its velocity and the known magnetic force. Optical tweezers work similarly, but forces come from the refractive mismatch of the dielectric bead material or certain cellular structures with differing refractive index (e.g., lipid droplets). Pushing microneedles against a biological sample and measuring needle deformation via bright field microscopy similarly allow deducing forces. Cantilever tips and bead or needle surfaces can be functionalized. More macroscale approaches apply forces on organs or organisms in various ways (e.g., compression between microscopic slides, poking with needles, and sample suction).
